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Zelie Adebola remembers when the soil of Or sha hummed with magic. Burners ignited flames, Tiders beckoned waves, and Zelie
s Reaper mother summoned forth souls. But everything changed the night magic disappeared. Under the orders of a ruthless king,
maji were killed, leaving Zelie without a mother and her people without hope.
"Romance, a lovable bunch of eccentrics, and a collection of recipes with murder most foul."--Kirkus"Scrumptious... Fans of
culinary cozies will have fun."--Publishers Weekly" A sweet Southern mystery with a delightful plot and quirky characters who
quickly make you feel at home."--San Francisco Book ReviewWelcome to Normal, Kentucky~ where nothing is normal. Mae West
is bound to prove she deserves the seat she was appointed to on the National Park Committee when she brings a big car show to
Normal during the slower fall month. But, when Wendell Holliday's body is found dead in one of Happy Trails Campground
bungalows and one of the rentable campers is burning to the ground, Mae along with the help of the Laundry Club Ladies once
again put on their sleuthing caps to figure out who is trying to sabotage Mae and her new position on the committee.
"A fun read with characters you want to get to know. Humor, clues, red herrings sprinkled throughout the story line made for an
enjoyable afternoon read." DISCOVER 6 CLEAN & FUN BESTSELLING COZY MYSTERIES BY AVA ZUMA TO ENJOY! THE
FULL SUNSHINE COVE SERIES: 1. Makeup and Mayhem 2. Eyebrows and Evil Looks 3. New Nails and a Nasty Nightmare 4.
Highlighters and Upheaval 5. Christmas Carols and Lipstick Perils 6. Foundation and Temptations If you want to enjoy a lighthearted read, with an amateur female sleuth and a gripping murder mystery with a touch of romance, then you'll love Celia Dube
and all the friendly and not-so-friendly characters in Sunshine Cove. No cliffhanger, swearing or graphic scenes! Get your copy of
the Sunshine Cove Mystery series to discover how events unfold in these cozy murder mysteries.
***Available to read for FREE on Kindle Unlimited NOW!*** DISCOVER 6 CLEAN & FUN BESTSELLING COZY MYSTERIES BY
ABBY REEDE TO ENJOY! THE FULL FERN GROVE SERIES: 1. Carnations and Deadly Fixations 2. One Daisy and Two Crazy
Funerals 3. White Lily and a Fatal Chili 4. Mistletoe and Deadly Kisses 5. Freesia and Lethal Amnesia 6. Daffodils and Poisonous
Pills Carnations and Deadly Fixations A murdered unpopular business owner. A small town with busybodies and open secrets.
Can a new girl in town start a new life before a murder investigation ends it? Tracy Adams had three things going for her in her justabove-average boring life namely: 1. A good job 2. A good job... that she liked 3. A good job that she liked... and that paid VERY
well When she lost her job and had to move back to the small town where she grew up, it seemed like her life had lost all purpose.
Helping out at her aunt's floundering floral shop seemed like the perfect distraction before she decided what to do next. When her
aunt's competition, a nasty and egotistical know-it-all is found dead, the rumor mill in Fern Grove goes into overdrive. With an
important piece of evidence linking Tracy to the scene of the crime, she becomes a person of interest in the murder investigation.
This leaves her feeling vulnerable and confused. Moving back to Fern Grove was meant to be the start of a new life but this
murder mystery is fast ending what has hardly begun. Will she retain her wits and piece together the clues that will lead her to the
killer? "Good start to a new series. Enjoyable fun read." One Daisy and Two Crazy Funerals Two families mourning. Two
mysterious murders. One innocent florist whose floral arrangements are the common denominator at the scene of the crimes.
When Tracy's floral store is commissioned to supply the arrangements for two funerals, she's humbled to be entrusted with the
responsibility. She reluctantly puts up with the rude behavior of an old lady who manages the affairs of one of the deceased, a wellknown philanthropist in Fern Grove. When this old lady dies at the funeral, no one suspects foul play. After all, she was old and
frail. However, the subsequent murder of another close member of the family, sets alarm bells ringing. Could both deaths be
linked? Tracy is left bewildered and enraged when handsome detective Copeland suggests that her daisy arrangement was the
one piece of evidence found at both murder locations. The stakes are further raised when the fortune of the deceased is revealed.
It seems almost everyone associated with the dead aristocrat is a person of interest. Is there a killer at large disposing of anyone
associated with the deceased? Can peace be restored to one of the oldest families in Fern Grove? Will Tracy ask the right
questions to expose the murderer or become the killer's next victim? "I really enjoyed this book! It was a great mystery and love
the characters. Lots of twists and never would have guessed the ending!!! Another good book in a very enjoyable series." PLUS 4
MORE! If you want to enjoy a light-hearted read, with an amateur female sleuth and 6 gripping murder mysteries with a touch of
romance, then you'll love Tracy Adams and all the friendly and not-so-friendly characters in Fern Grove. No cliffhanger, swearing
or graphic scenes! Buy the Fern Grove Mystery series boxset to discover how events unfold in these cozy murder mysteries.
Books 13, 14, and 15 in this funny cozy mystery series from USA Today Bestselling author, Morgana Best. 13. The Halloween
Onesie Spell Marina is back in town to demand the yearly Halloween spell from Amelia. After Alder brews up a deal, Marina
changes the spell request. Amelia soon finds it wise to be careful what you witch for. Camino’s onesies are up to new tricks, and
that spells trouble. Of corpse, it goes without saying there’s the usual Halloween murder, and this one is shrouded in mystery.
These are grave times. Will Amelia knock ’em dead, or will the murderer have their pound of flesh? 14. Christmas Spells Amelia is
feeling extra Santa-mental and wants the Christmas spirit, just not the Christmas spirit who arrives to demand her help. The Ghost
of Christmas Past was an elf-made man who was murdered the previous Christmas while in a Santa suit. Can Amelia solve the
murder, or is it a lost Claus? Yule never guess who the murderer is! 15. The Halloween Truth Spell A truth spell is an honest
mistake . . . When the demanding Marina Mercer forces Amelia to do a truth spell over shares in a goldmine, Amelia expects
nothing will go wrong. But when Marina's tenant is murdered in gold blood, Marina's boyfriend becomes the prime suspect. Now
Alder is furious at Amelia for once again finding herself an Australian Sherlock Holmes searching for nuggets of information—but
she can’t worry about that now. The real murderer is difficult to dig up, and with half the townspeople telling the truth, Amelia is
starting to suspect that the truth won’t set you free, but plunge you into trouble.
If you love cozy mysteries, this anthology is for you! This collection features six favorites from the Mrs. Pomolo Investigates series:
Pancakes & Pillows Books & Bagels Pies & Poison Christmas & Crimes Santas & Suspects Christmas Pudding & Poison Mrs.
Pomolo arms herself with spunk, moxie, and a sharp wit as she and her best friend solve puzzling mysteries both locally and
abroad. Grab this collection today!
Book 1 of London Lovett's brand new cozy mystery series, Firefly Junction. With her social life and writing career in tatters at the
ripe old age of thirty-five, Sunni Taylor decides to pack up her things and join her sisters, Lana and Emily, in the small town of
Firefly Junction. Hoping to open a bed and breakfast, Sunni sets herself the task of refurbishing the rundown Cider Ridge Inn, a
two-hundred-year-old house with a sordid past. In the meantime, she's stuck writing dull human interest stories for the Junction
Times. But when Sunni decides to bend the rules on her first newspaper assignment, she soon finds herself in her favorite
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place—right in the center of a murder investigation. Now if she can just steer clear of the cocky, irritating and far too appealing local
detective, Brady "Jax" Jackson. It isn't long before Sunni discovers that avoiding Jax is a piece of cake compared to staying clear
of the equally cocky, irritating and far too appealing two-hundred-year-old ghost haunting the halls of the Cider Ridge Inn. Death in
the Park is a full-length cozy mystery novel with a fun paranormal twist. Book 2, Killer Bridal Party is now available!
Welcome to Enchanted Bay, a picture-perfect small town on the coast of Northern California. Meg Walton comes from a long line
of witches. It's a secret her family has been keeping for generations. The Walton's have been living a quiet existence, running the
local donut shop in town. All that changes when a murder occurs. Enter Connor Smith, Meg's former crush, who left for San
Francisco ten years before, and who has now returned to town as the new detective with the Enchanted Bay police department. If
Meg's feelings were mixed enough over having Connor back in town, the detective wrongfully suspects one of Meg's good friends
for murder. To prove her friend's innocence, Meg has to find the real killer herself--with the help of a few good spells.
"Thanks to an accidental phone swap, two adorable rescue pups, and a coffeehouse clash, a holiday flirtation goes to the dogs and hilarity
ensues, from New York Times bestselling author Julia London. All Harper Thompson wants for Christmas is the huge promotion she's worked
so hard for-which she should get, as long as her launch of the hip new coffeehouse, Deja Brew, goes according to plan. Jonah Rogers is
spending the holiday season trying to save his family's coffee shop, Lucky Star, from going out of business, which will be tough with the brandnew Deja Brew opening across the street. When Jonah and Harper meet for the first time after accidentally swapping phones, their chemistry
is as electric as a strand of Christmas lights. He's a tall, handsome, compassionate hunk of engineer, and she's an entrepreneur whose zest
for life is very sexy. They love all the same things, like running, scary movies, greasy food-and most of all, dogs. It's a match made in
heaven...until Jonah finds out that Harper's the one about to put him out of business. Only one coffee shop can survive, and a competition of
one-upmanship ensues in a holiday battle of the brews. The paws really come out when the local rescue shelter has a fundraiser where local
businesses foster dogs, and patrons donate cash to vote for their favorite pup. Harper takes in an adorable old bulldog on behalf of Deja
Brew, while Jonah fosters a perky three-legged dachshund for Lucky Star. When one precious pup is crowned King Mutt, and a For Sale sign
goes up in the other shop's window, Harper and Jonah must decide if their connection was all steam or if they are the perfect blend"-A bestselling modern classic—both poignant and funny—about a boy with autism who sets out to solve the murder of a neighbor's dog and
discovers unexpected truths about himself and the world. Nominated as one of America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The Great American
Read Christopher John Francis Boone knows all the countries of the world and their capitals and every prime number up to 7,057. He relates
well to animals but has no understanding of human emotions. He cannot stand to be touched. And he detests the color yellow. This
improbable story of Christopher's quest to investigate the suspicious death of a neighborhood dog makes for one of the most captivating,
unusual, and widely heralded novels in recent years.
This volume contains books 10-12 in London Lovett's Port Danby Cozy Mystery series. Join Lacey 'Pink' Pinkerton and the cast of colorful,
lovable Port Danby characters—including the endearing and handsome Detective James Briggs—for three intriguing murder mysteries.
-Sunflowers and Sabotage (Book 10) Lacey "Pink" Pinkerton is in the middle of a bustling summer in Port Danby. Les and Elsie, her
neighboring shop owners are up to their usual sibling rivalry antics. Lola's parents make a rare stop in town, causing a rift between Lacey's
best friend, Lola, and her shop assistant, Ryder. In the midst of it all, Lacey is starkly reminded that her boyfriend, Detective James Briggs,
has a dangerous job. And of course, summer in Port Danby wouldn't be complete without a murder. When a human handler in the Chesterton
Dog Show, a very popular and prestigious event, winds up dead, Lacey and her wondrous nose must track down a killer . . . without her usual
handsome partner. -Lavender and Lies (Book 11) There's a new man in town, Lionel Dexter, an eligible, handsome bachelor who has taken
up residence in a Chesterton mansion. He quickly wins over many hearts, including Kate Yardley's, the stylish, man crazy owner of the Mod
Frock Boutique. Much to everyone's chagrin, it turns out Lionel is quite the scoundrel. Soon, jealousy and heartbreak flood the town. When
the town's newest hot commodity winds up dead, Lacey joins her boyfriend, Detective Briggs on a quest to find the killer. Could it be a jilted
lover or was there more to Lionel than broad shoulders, graying temples and a blinding white smile? -Freesias and Foul Play (Book 12) Port
Danby residents, including grumpy Mayor Price, are giddy with the prospect of a live theater show in town. Everyone dons their best outfits
for opening night of The Wizard of Oz but when the lead actress is found dead, an exciting night out morphs into a full-blown murder mystery.
The traveling theater group has brought many new faces to town and finding the killer proves tricky. Despite a head cold, Lacey's super nose
is on the case. More in the series: Book 13: Cornflowers and Corpses Book 14: Jasmine and Jealousy Book 15: Shamrocks and
Shenanigans Book 16: TBA
THE FIRST ROYAL SPYNESS MYSTERY! The New York Times bestselling author of the Molly Murphy and Constable Evan Evans
mysteries turns her attentions to “a feisty new heroine to delight a legion of Anglophile readers.”* London, 1932. Lady Victoria Georgiana
Charlotte Eugenie, 34th in line for the English throne, is flat broke. She's bolted Scotland, her greedy brother, and her fish-faced betrothed.
London is a place where she'll experience freedom, learn life lessons aplenty, do a bit of spying for HRH—oh, and find a dead Frenchman in
her tub. Now her new job is to clear her long family name...
Welcome to Normal, Kentucky where nothing is normal!Join Mae West and the Happy Trails Campground gang on another southern murder
mystery adventure. The Daniel Boone National Forest is gorgeous in the fall. The leaves have painted the sides of the mountains with yellow,
oranges, reds and browns you won't see anywhere else. That's why it's such a popular destination for weddings!When a wedding party show
up at Happy Trails Campground, Mae West is thrilled. She's all things girly and excited to assist the bride in all things southern, which is what
the bride is hankering for.Mae recognizes the parents of the bride when they arrive. They are from her past. The past she's been desperately
trying to escape...especially since it was the time she was married to Paul West. This just isn't any couple, it's the owners of the famous
Moonbucks Coffee Company.Determined to get the happy couple married off and on their way, hoping to see some of her past drive off
forever, Mae volunteers herself and the Laundry Club ladies to become the wedding coordinators.The wedding is set to take place in the
beautiful wedding barn at the Old Train Station Motel, only Gert Hobson, the owner of Trails Coffee Shop and providing the coffee for the
happy couple, has decided there's no way she's going to help out with Tom Moon's daughter's wedding since she claims how years ago Tom
Moon STOLE her coffee blend recipe known today as the special Moonbucks blend.A public fight between Gert and Tom leaves Gert a prime
suspect after a member of the wedding party is found dead at the wedding venue. There might not be a happily ever after for the bride to be
or Gert Hobson if Mae West and the Laundry Club ladies don't solve the murder before the wedding party's RV rolls out of town.
When a bridal shower in the woods turns deadly, Sunni sets her sights on solving the tragic case. Journalist, and occasional sleuth, Sunni
Taylor is working hard on restoring the Cider Ridge Inn to its former glory so that she can open a bed and breakfast, but Edward Beckett, the
resident ghost, is not exactly helpful. Still, Sunni has grown used to having the arrogant gentleman spirit hanging around. Despite her busy
life, Sunni offers to help her sister Lana set up a bridal shower camping party in the mountains behind the inn. The festivities end in disaster
when the maid of honor ends up dead. Now Sunni finds herself back in the center of a murder investigation and face to face with the absurdly
charismatic Detective Brady Jackson. Sunni is determined to beat the detective to the clues and solve the murder mystery herself. Book 2 of
the Firefly Junction Cozy Mystery series. A full-length cozy mystery with a fun paranormal twist! 1. Death in the Park 2. Killer Bridal Party 3.
Murder at the Inn 4. A Humbug Holiday 5. Calamity at the Carnival 6. Double Trouble 7. Havoc at Wildwood Manor 8. Fatal Feud 9. Trick or
Trouble 10. A Crafty Killing 11. Death at the Museum
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Mary Minor Haristeen, postmistress of Crozet, Virginia, joins forces with her willful cat, Mrs. Murphy, and her Welsh corgi, Tucker, to
investigate a series of bizarre postcards sent to the town's inhabitants that forecast impending death
"Key to Savannah" is Book 1 in the Made in Savannah Cozy Mysteries Series BONUS: RECIPE INCLUDED! Months after the untimely death
of mafia made man "Vinnie Garlucci," his devoted wife, Carlita, discovers a mysterious key in one of his pockets while sorting through his
belongings. With help from her daughter, Mercedes, she sets off to find out what the mysterious key belongs to and soon discovers she has
inherited property in historic Savannah, Georgia. Carlita views the property as a sign and remembers Vinnie's dying words to her to get their
family out of the mafia. Against the wishes of her three sons, mother and daughter embark on a road trip to explore the property. While
they're gone, someone breaks into their home and vandalizes it. This is the second time it has happened since Vinnie's death and Carlita is
convinced that it's somehow tied to the mafia. Carlita and Mercedes are looking forward to leaving their old life behind with a fresh start in
beautiful Savannah. They quickly realize you can run but you can't hide from the past.

Garden Girls Cozy Mysteries Anthology II (Books 4-6) Contains Books 4-6 In The Series In One Thick Book BONUS:
RECIPES INSIDE! Contents: BOOK 4: Death By Dumplings BOOK 5: Eye Spy BOOK 6: Magnolia Mansion Mysteries
BOOK 4: Death By Dumplings Upon returning home from her recent Smoky Mountain adventure, "Garden Girl" Gloria
Rutherford wants nothing more than to relax and unwind on her farm. After a good night's rest, she decides to catch up
with her close friends, aka, The Garden Girls at their favorite hangout, Dot's Restaurant. There's just one small problem.
As Gloria pulls into the small town of Belhaven, she finds Dot's place swarming with cops and the restaurant itself taped
off with crime scene tape. Someone at the restaurant has been poisoned after eating Dot's famous Chicken 'n
Dumplings! Dot and her husband Ray, are devastated and now must try to clear their name. When they ask Gloria to
help, she jumps right into detective-mode and is hot on the trail of another killer. The list of suspects widens as Gloria
uncovers a pile of motives - some from residents in their own little town. Desperate to clear her good friends' names, she
discovers the killer may be a little too close for comfort. BOOK 5: Eye Spy "Garden Girl" Gloria Rutherford is having a
bad day. A really bad day. Just when she thinks it couldn't possibly get any worse, it does. The sleepy little town of
Belhaven has just been invaded by a swarm of federal authorities sent to investigate the local post office and it's
postmaster, who just so happens to be one of Gloria's best friends, Ruth. When Ruth is put on temporary leave pending
the outcome of the investigation, she asks Gloria if she can come and stay with her until the crisis is over. Gloria doesn't
have the heart to turn her down. With Ruth underfoot and the uncertainty of not knowing how long the "official
investigation" might take, Gloria has never been more motivated to solve a mystery! Knowing she'll need every trick up
her sleeve, plus a little help from her friends and from the other Garden Girls, she'll do whatever it takes to help her friend
and save her own sanity! Can she get Ruth back to work and her cozy life back to normal - or will Gloria have a new,
permanent houseguest? BOOK 6: Magnolia Mansion Mysteries There's no place like home! But what if "home" happens
to be the town's mysterious, rundown, mansion? At least that's what young Andrea Malone keeps asking herself ever
since she bought the vacant, dilapidated house months ago. Determined to put down roots in the cozy little town of
Belhaven, she gets busy managing the much-needed renovations in order to revive the old house and restore it to the
grandiose mansion it once was. With the renovations nearly complete, the mysterious house begins to reveal secrets
from its troubled past. On the same day that her quirky parents arrive in town for a visit, Andrea makes a shocking
discovery that has her questioning if she should spend another night in the house. She calls on her friend and amateur
sleuth, Gloria Rutherford, to help her get to the bottom of the mysteries that surround the mansion. The more clues Gloria
uncovers, the deeper the mysteries get. She discovers that some of the local town folk would prefer that the secrets
remain buried in the past. Could a killer be living in their midst?
Izzy Greene, a widow of a certain age, joins a writing group in an attempt to actually finish one of her stories. She gets
more than she bargained for, however, when her nemesis, sexy blonde bombshell, Sondra Sockerman disappears under
suspicious circumstances. Izzy soon realizes she has a natural detecting ability when she and her friend, Flo, try to find
the killer...who is now after them.
This winter cozy mystery series can be read in one to two hours. It is perfect for those moments when you are waiting at
an appointment or want to enjoy a quick read. Sarah Garland, a retired homicide detective who's gone through a painful
divorce, seems to have found her peace at last, as a coffeeshop owner, in the sleepy (and freezing) small town of Snow
Falls, Alaska. What she didn't expect, was for her past life to catch up with her. Or, for her new life as a mystery writer to
inspire a deadly killer to target her.Yet, when the killer leaves a frightening clue-a creepy snowman, donning a leather
jacket and eating a peppermint candy cane, left in front of her cabin-Sarah begins to suspect Conrad Spencer, the new
detective in town, who is pursuing a murderer of his own. Soon, it becomes obvious that the sleuths would have to join
forces, in order to catch the killer.Sarah and Conrad must put their tragic pasts behind them and find out who's after
her...before the trail becomes frozen.
This volume contains books 13-15 of London Lovett's Port Danby Cozy Mystery series. Join Lacey 'Pink' Pinkerton and
the cast of colorful, lovable Port Danby characters—including the endearing and handsome Detective James Briggs—for
three intriguing murder mysteries. • Cornflowers and Corpses (Book 13) Pink's Flowers is in the middle of a busy bridal
season, and Lacey is struggling to find a replacement for her irreplaceable assistant Ryder Kirkland. In the midst of
dealing with quirky, incompetent and occasionally just unpleasant new floral assistants, Lacey finds her focus and time
once again taken up by murder. The West Coast Bird Watcher's Society has come to town for some birding frivolity and
excursions. When one of the members winds up dead, Lacey and her super nose jump into action. The victim had plenty
of enemies and not many friends so theories and accusations take flight. Detective Briggs and Lacey must untangle the
clues to find the killer. • Jasmine and Jealousy (Book 14) It's a busy end of summer for Lacey Pinkerton and so much is
happening Lacey can hardly keep up. Ryder returns but his arrival does not go as expected and Lacey finds herself
smack in the center of a Lola driven bout of drama. On top of that, there's a new detective in town. While Lacey's happy
that Briggs will have more free time (especially if it's spent with her) she's not too sure about Detective Fairchild. And
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worse, it seems Detective Fairchild is not too sure about Lacey. A taco truck arrives in town. The popular Taco Brothers
run a smooth operation but the relationship between the siblings is anything but smooth. When one of the brothers winds
up dead, Lacey is anxious to help investigate. But the new detective doesn't want her around. Of course that doesn't stop
her from finding out who killed the Taco Brother. And in the midst of such a whirlwind week, Lacey finally gets a big break
on the Hawksworth murder. Will Lacey finally put together the pieces to solve the hundred-year-old murder mystery? •
Shamrocks and Shenanigans (Book 15) After Lacey Pinkerton solved the hundred-year-old mystery of the Hawksworth
family murders, Port Danby dropped into a season of chaos. Mayor Price resigned from office, and the town grew divided
with some standing behind Harlan Price, and the Price family legacy, and others, including Lacey, deciding that Bertram
Hawksworth needed total exoneration and a loftier place in Danby history. With a vacancy in the mayor's office, Nellie
Smith, Bertram's great-grandniece decides to run, and Lacey is happy to join the campaign. When a man is murdered on
Nellie's driveway, all evidence points to the candidate. Lacey is in a race against time to solve the murder and save the
campaign. But the investigation takes a dangerous turn when Lacey becomes the killer's next target. More in the series:
Thistles and the Unthinkable (Book 16) Holly and Horror (Book 17) Book 18 TBA
After several delays, postponements and reschedules, Eve's parents are finally coming for a belated Christmas lunch
and Eve is determined to give them a perfect Christmas feast. Everything is set for the family reunion at Eve's Seabreeze
Inn and she has everyone organized. Or, so she thinks. When Detective Jack Bradford knocks on her door, Eve
immediately goes into denial. There's been a death on the island and she might be indirectly involved. Despite her
reluctance to snoop around, Jack trusts her instincts. The more she learns, the more she realizes the truth could be
staring her in the face. Clean read: no graphic violence, sex, or strong language. Humorous cozy mystery with the
quirkiest characters around.
Miss Fisher meets Downton Abbey in A Secret Never Told, the fourth installment in the critically acclaimed mystery
series from New York Times bestselling author Shelley Noble. Philomena Amesbury, expatriate Countess of Dunbridge,
is bored. Coney Island in the sweltering summer of 1908 offers no shortage of diversions for a young woman of means,
but sea bathing, horse racing, and even amusement parks can’t hold a candle to uncovering dastardly plots and chasing
villains. Lady Dunbridge hadn’t had a big challenge in months. Fate obliges when Phil is called upon to host a dinner
party in honor of a visiting Austrian psychologist whose revolutionary theories may be of interest to the War Department,
not to mention various foreign powers, and who may have already survived one attempt on his life. The guest list
includes a wealthy industrialist, various rival scientists and academics, a party hypnotist, a flamboyant party-crasher, and
a damaged beauty whose cloudy psyche is lost in a world of its own. Before the night is out, one of the guests is dead
with a bullet between the eyes and Phil finds herself with another mystery on her hands, even if it’s unclear who exactly
the intended victim was meant to be. Worse yet, the police’s prime suspect is a mystery man who Phil happens to be
rather intimately acquainted with. Now it’s up to Lady Dunbridge, with the invaluable assistance of her intrepid butler and
lady’s maid, to find the real culprit before the police nab the wrong one . . . At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
When the Applegate Paranormal Preservation Society visits Firefly Junction, Sunni Taylor finds herself tasked with
writing an article about the group as well as hosting them for an evening at the Cider Ridge Inn. When the society moves
on to their next destination, the famously haunted Dandelion Inn in the neighboring town, one member dies in a tragic fall.
But things don't seem quite right at the accident scene and soon Sunni finds herself wrapped up in a possible murder
investigation with her favorite detective, Brady Jackson. Book 3 of the Firefly Junction Cozy Mystery series. A cozy
mystery with a fun paranormal twist! 1. Death in the Park 2. Killer Bridal Party 3. Murder at the Inn 4. A Humbug Holiday
5. Calamity at the Carnival 6. Double Trouble 7. Havoc at Wildwood Manor 8. Fatal Feud 9. Trick or Trouble 10. A Crafty
Killing 11. Death at the Museum
An unlikely friendship between a septuagenarian and a younger woman becomes a story of broken trust, lost love, and
the unexpected blooming of hope against the longest odds. You trying to kill yourself, or are you just stupid? Marcie
Malone didn't think she was either, but when she drives from Georgia to the southwestern shore of Florida without a plan
and wakes up in a stranger's home, she doesn't seem to know anymore. Despondent and heartbroken over an
unexpected loss and the man she thought she could count on, Marcie leaves him behind, along with her job and her
whole life, and finds she has nowhere to go. Herman Flint has seen just about everything in his seventy years living in a
fading, blue-collar Florida town, but the body collapsed on the beach outside his window is something new. The woman
is clearly in some kind of trouble and Flint wants no part of it--he's learned to live on his own just fine, without the hassle
of worrying about others. But against his better judgment he takes Marcie in and lets her stay until she's on her feet on
the condition she keeps out of his way. As the unlikely pair slowly copes with the damage life has wrought, Marcie and
Flint have to decide whether to face up to the past they've each been running from, and find a way to move forward with
the people they care about most.
"Very entertaining. I highly recommend this book to the permanent library of any reader that appreciates a very well written mystery, with
some twists and an intelligent plot. You will not be disappointed. Excellent way to spend a cold weekend!" --Books and Movie Reviews,
Roberto Mattos (regarding Murder in the Manor) AGED FOR MURDER (A TUSCAN VINEYARD COZY MYSTERY) is the debut novel in a
charming new cozy mystery series by #1 bestselling author Fiona Grace, author of Murder in the Manor (Book #1), a #1 Bestseller with over
100 five-star reviews—and a free download! When Olivia Glass, 34, concocts an ad for a cheap wine that propels her advertising company to
the top, she is ashamed by her own work—yet offered the promotion she’s dreamed of. Olivia, at a crossroads, realizes this is not the life she
signed up for. Worse, when Olivia discovers her long-time boyfriend, about to propose, has been cheating on her, she realizes it’s time for a
major life change. Olivia has always dreamed of moving to Tuscany, living a simple life, and starting her own vineyard. When her long-time
friend messages her about a Tuscan cottage available, Olivia can’t help wonder: is it fate? Hilarious, packed with travel, food, wine, twists
and turns, romance and her newfound animal friend—and centering around a baffling small-town murder that Olivia must solve—AGED FOR
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DEATH is an un-putdownable cozy that will keep you laughing late into the night. Books #2 and #3 in the series—AGED FOR DEATH and
AGED FOR MAYHEM—are now also available!
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER USA TODAY BESTSELLER NATIONAL INDIE BESTSELLER THE WASHINGTON POST BESTSELLER
Recommended by Entertainment Weekly, Real Simple, NPR, Slate, and Oprah Magazine #1 Library Reads Pick—October 2020 #1 Indie Next
Pick—October 2020 BOOK OF THE YEAR (2020) FINALIST—Book of The Month Club A “Best Of” Book From: Oprah Mag * CNN * Amazon *
Amazon Editors * NPR * Goodreads * Bustle * PopSugar * BuzzFeed * Barnes & Noble * Kirkus Reviews * Lambda Literary * Nerdette * The
Nerd Daily * Polygon * Library Reads * io9 * Smart Bitches Trashy Books * LiteraryHub * Medium * BookBub * The Mary Sue * Chicago
Tribune * NY Daily News * SyFy Wire * Powells.com * Bookish * Book Riot * Library Reads Voter Favorite * In the vein of The Time
Traveler’s Wife and Life After Life, The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue is New York Times bestselling author V. E. Schwab’s genre-defying
tour de force. A Life No One Will Remember. A Story You Will Never Forget. France, 1714: in a moment of desperation, a young woman
makes a Faustian bargain to live forever—and is cursed to be forgotten by everyone she meets. Thus begins the extraordinary life of Addie
LaRue, and a dazzling adventure that will play out across centuries and continents, across history and art, as a young woman learns how far
she will go to leave her mark on the world. But everything changes when, after nearly 300 years, Addie stumbles across a young man in a
hidden bookstore and he remembers her name. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
She’s got her head in the clouds and a taste for solving crime… Mei Yamagawa is out of luck and out of money. After five years in Tokyo, she
has little to show for it besides a laundry list of unrealized dreams. Left without a choice, she returns to her rural Japanese hometown, ready
to be branded a failure by her relatives and rivals. At the least, she looks forward to seeing her best friend, until Akiko is accused of murdering
her own father. As Mei helps her farmer mother with the crops, she scouts for clues to clear her friend’s name. But during her investigation,
she can’t help but notice the celebrity chef looking in her direction. The amateur detective can balance a new love interest and a murder
case… can’t she? To clear her friend of the crime and find the real killer, Mei’s going to need every last ounce of her imagination… and just a
pinch of luck. The Daydreamer Detective is the savory starter to the Miso Cozy series of cozy mystery novels. If you like twisty plots,
delectable food descriptions, and rural Japanese towns, then you’ll love Steph Gennaro's culinary tale. Buy The Daydreamer Detective today
to savor every last morsel of a delicious mystery! Additional Keywords: cozy mystery, cozy, mystery, J-drama, interracial, multicultural,
romance, Japan, Tokyo, chef, culinary, farming, slow food, murder, failure, painting, family drama, female detective, detective, sleuth,
amateur sleuth, Japanese, Japanese food, free mystery, free cozy mystery.
This volume contains the first three complete cozy mysteries in London Lovett's Port Danby Cozy Mystery series. Join Lacey 'Pink' Pinkerton
and the cast of colorful, lovable Port Danby characters—including the endearing and handsome Detective James Briggs—for three intriguing
murder mysteries. Marigolds and Murder (Book 1) Lacey 'Pink' Pinkerton has left behind a six figure job and her reputation as the million
dollar nose—a nickname her super sense of smell earned her within the perfume industry. With her pet crow Kingston and a tabby cat named
Nevermore, she is settling right into her new life in the small coastal town of Port Danby. With a flower shop opening soon and a full cast of
quirky neighbors and friends, her new digs are exactly what she's been looking for. Away from the hectic hustle and bustle of the city Lacey
has found peace and happiness. However, her heightened sense of smell proves to be of use once again when a Port Danby neighbor turns
up dead. Lacey finds herself caught up in an unexpected murder investigation alongside the handsome local detective, James Briggs. She’s
determined to find the killer and solve the murder mystery before any more bodies turn up. Carnations and Chaos (Book 2) Lacey 'Pink'
Pinkerton, the local flower shop owner, is thrilled to supply colorful flower arrangements for the Third Annual Food Fair being held in the Port
Danby town square. But when one of the well-known but not so well-loved bloggers is found dead in her motel room, Lacey steps in to help
Detective James Briggs solve the case. (Whether he likes it or not.) Mistletoe and Mayhem (Book 3) Port Danby is preparing for the annual
Harbor Holiday Lights Flotilla, and Lacey 'Pink' Pinkerton is anxious to see the colorful boats light up Pickford Beach. But the festive spirits of
the town are dampened when one of the boat owners is strangled to death. Lacey enthusiastically volunteers to help Detective Briggs sniff
out the clues and track down the killer. Once again, she finds herself nose deep in a murder mystery. *Each book also contains a delicious,
mouthwatering recipe that is perfect to pair with your cozy read!
Angrboda's story begins where most witch's tales end: with a burning. A punishment from Odin for refusing to give him knowledge of the
future, the fire leaves Angrboda injured and powerless, and she flees into a remote forest. There she is found by a man Loki, and her initial
distrust grows into a deep and abiding love. Their union produces three unusual children, each with a secret destiny, who she is keen to raise
at the hidden from Odin's all-seeing eye. But as Angrboda slowly recovers her prophetic powers, she learns that her blissful life - and possibly
all of existence - is in danger.
Welcome to Normal, Kentucky where NOTHING is normal.Librarian Abby Fawn is star struck when her favorite romance author, Nadine
White, has rented a cozy camper at the Happy Trails Campground for the winter months. Abby is devastated to find out Nadine White is
nothing like the person she portrays in interviews or on social media. In fact, Nadine White is not nice at all and Abby lets her feelings known
that she thinks Nadine is a fraud. . .after she finds out Nadine has a ghost writer.When Nadine White is found dead in the Normal Library,
Abby Fawn is Detective Hank Sharp's number one suspect. It's time for Mae West to put up her camping gear for the winter months and put
on her sleuthing gear to figure out who is framing Abby Fawn before Abby is the ending in Nadine White's final chapter. From USA Today
Bestselling Author Tonya Kappes, this bestselling and hilarious mystery series is all the rage! You don't want to miss out!
There is a distinct hint of Armageddon in the air. According to The Nice and Accurate Prophecies of Agnes Nutter, Witch (recorded,
thankfully, in 1655, before she blew up her entire village and all its inhabitants, who had gathered to watch her burn), the world will end on a
Saturday. Next Saturday, in fact. So the armies of Good and Evil are amassing, the Four Bikers of the Apocalypse are revving up their mighty
hogs and hitting the road, and the world's last two remaining witch-finders are getting ready to fight the good fight, armed with awkwardly
antiquated instructions and stick pins. Atlantis is rising, frogs are falling, tempers are flaring. . . . Right. Everything appears to be going
according to Divine Plan. Except that a somewhat fussy angel and a fast-living demon -- each of whom has lived among Earth's mortals for
many millennia and has grown rather fond of the lifestyle -- are not particularly looking forward to the coming Rapture. If Crowley and
Aziraphale are going to stop it from happening, they've got to find and kill the Antichrist (which is a shame, as he's a really nice kid). There's
just one glitch: someone seems to have misplaced him. . . . First published in 1990, Neil Gaiman and Terry Pratchett's brilliantly dark and
screamingly funny take on humankind's final judgment is back -- and just in time -- in a new hardcover edition (which includes an introduction
by the authors, comments by each about the other, and answers to some still-burning questions about their wildly popular collaborative effort)
that the devout and the damned alike will surely cherish until the end of all things.
A TikTok sensation, this rom-com about a young woman who agrees to fake date a colleague and bring him to her sister’s wedding has
“everything you could want in a romance” (Helen Hoang, New York Times bestselling author). Catalina Martín desperately needs a date to
her sister’s wedding. Especially since her little white lie about her American boyfriend has spiralled out of control. Now everyone she
knows—including her ex and his fiancée—will be there and eager to meet him. She only has four weeks to find someone willing to cross the
Atlantic and aid in her deception. New York to Spain is no short flight and her raucous family won’t be easy to fool. Enter Aaron
Blackford—her tall, handsome, condescending colleague—who surprisingly offers to step in. She’d rather refuse; never has there been a more
aggravating, blood-boiling, and insufferable man. But Catalina is desperate, and as the wedding draws nearer, Aaron looks like her best
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option. And she begins to realize he might not be as terrible in the real world as he is at the office.

Literary agent Charlie Greene decides that a vacation is just what she needs to soothe her frazzled and overworked
nerves until she witnesses a murder on the Las Vegas Strip and things go from corrupt to worse
“When you think that life cannot get better, Blake Pierce comes up with another masterpiece of thriller and mystery! This
book is full of twists, and the end brings a surprising revelation. Strongly recommended for the permanent library of any
reader who enjoys a very well-written thriller.” --Books and Movie Reviews (re Almost Gone) MURDER (AND BAKLAVA)
is the debut novel in a charming new cozy mystery series by #1 bestselling author Blake Pierce, whose Once Gone has
over 1,500 five-star reviews. When London Rose, 33, is proposed to by her long-time boyfriend, she realizes she is
facing a stable, predictable, pre-determined (and passionless) life. She freaks out and runs the other way—accepting
instead a job across the Atlantic, as a tour-guide on a high-end European cruise line that travels through a country a day.
London is searching for a more romantic, unscripted and exciting life that she feels sure exists out there somewhere.
London is elated: the European river towns are small, historic and charming. She gets to see a new port every night, gets
to sample an endless array of new cuisine and meet a stream of interesting people. It is a traveler’s dream, and it is
anything but predictable. But when a wealthy, high-maintenance passenger suddenly turns up dead outside of Budapest,
the cruise has become a bit too unpredictable. Even worse: as the last person to see her alive, suspicion falls on London,
leaving her no choice but to solve the crime (with her new sidekick, an orphaned dog), and save her cruise line and
herself. Laugh-out-loud funny, romantic, endearing, rife with new sights, culture and food, MURDER (AND BAKLAVA)
offers a fun and suspenseful trip through the heart of Europe, anchored in an intriguing mystery that will keep you on the
edge of your seat and guessing until the very last page. Books #2-#6 are also available!
A GOOD MORNING AMERICA BOOK CLUB PICK "An intense psychological drama that will be embraced by serious
book clubs and fans of Lionel Shriver's We Need to Talk about Kevin." —Kristin Hannah, #1 New York Times bestselling
author "A poetic, propulsive read that set my nerves jangling." —Lisa Jewell, #1 New York Times bestselling author of
Then She Was Gone A tense, page-turning psychological drama about the making and breaking of a family—and a
woman whose experience of motherhood is nothing at all what she hoped for—and everything she feared Blythe Connor
is determined that she will be the warm, comforting mother to her new baby Violet that she herself never had. But in the
thick of motherhood's exhausting early days, Blythe becomes convinced that something is wrong with her daughter—she
doesn't behave like most children do. Or is it all in Blythe's head? Her husband, Fox, says she's imagining things. The
more Fox dismisses her fears, the more Blythe begins to question her own sanity, and the more we begin to question
what Blythe is telling us about her life as well. Then their son Sam is born—and with him, Blythe has the blissful
connection she'd always imagined with her child. Even Violet seems to love her little brother. But when life as they know
it is changed in an instant, the devastating fall-out forces Blythe to face the truth. The Push is a tour de force you will read
in a sitting, an utterly immersive novel that will challenge everything you think you know about motherhood, about what
we owe our children, and what it feels like when women are not believed.
Bookstore owner and mystery writer Samantha Washington comes to the aid of the cop who once arrested her own
grandmother . . . Sam and Nana Jo are back in sleepy North Harbor, Michigan, where Sam is eagerly awaiting the
publication of her first book. In search of more immediate excitement, Nana Jo hits the casino with her fellow Shady
Acres Retirement Village gal pals—but they get more than they bargained for when they witness Detective Bradley Pitt
decking mayoral candidate John Cloverton. As Sam well knows, mystery novels are full of brilliant detectives, genius
sleuths, and hero cops. Detective Bradley Pitt—aka “Stinky Pitt”—is another story. In the past, the dull-witted detective has
mistakenly accused members of Sam’s family for crimes they didn’t commit. Now, it’s his turn: when Cloverton turns up
dead, he’s arrested. With his predilection for polyester, Pitt has been wanted by the fashion police for years, but Nana Jo
knows her former elementary school math student would never commit murder—it doesn’t add up. Somebody’s framed
the flatfoot to take a fall, and Sam and Nana Jo must step in to restore the reputation and good name of Detective Pitt.
Praise for THE PLOT IS MURDER “A promising debut with a satisfying conclusion.” —Publishers Weekly “Cozy mystery
readers and historical novel aficionados will adore this warm-hearted, cleverly plotted new series.” —Kings River Life
It's holiday time in Firefly Junction but not everything is sweet sugarplums and glittery tinsel. Sunni Taylor has been too
busy to get into the holiday spirit, even with her mom coming to town for a visit. Her festive spirit gets a spark when
Detective Brady Jackson asks her to attend the town's production of A Christmas Carol. But when the holiday classic
takes a grim turn, Sunni's date night turns into a murder investigation. And in the middle of a winter festival, Sunni and
Jackson must figure out who killed Ebenezer Scrooge. Book 4 of the Firefly Junction Cozy Mystery series. A cozy
mystery with a fun paranormal twist! 1. Death in the Park 2. Killer Bridal Party 3. Murder at the Inn 4. A Humbug Holiday
5. Calamity at the Carnival 6. Double Trouble
Sunni Taylor's sisters, through their power of sisterly persuasion, have convinced her to host a Halloween costume party
at Cider Ridge Inn. She's a little reluctant about the whole event and rightly worried about the actual ghost, who will, no
doubt, be in attendance, but she decides to just relax and enjoy it. Of course, you can't have a spooky Halloween party
without toothy-grinned jack-o'-lanterns. Sunni talks Jackson into spending their day off at a local pumpkin patch. The
Riggle Family Farm is famous for its sprawling pumpkin patch and mind-boggling corn maize. Sunni and Jackson look
forward to a day in the autumn breeze sipping cider, nibbling on candy corn and choosing the best pumpkins for the
party. But when one of the Riggles is murdered, the day off turns into a murder investigation. And once again, Sunni has
a front seat to the chaos. Book 12 of the Firefly Junction Cozy Mystery series More in the series: 1. Death in the Park 2.
Killer Bridal Party 3. Murder at the Inn 4. A Humbug Holiday 5. Calamity at the Carnival 6. Double Trouble 7. Havoc at
Wildwood Manor 8. Fatal Feud 9. Trick or Trouble 10. A Crafty Killing 11. Death at the Museum 12. Murder at the
Pumpkin Patch 13. Founders' Day Fiasco
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Gluten-free baker Toni Holmes may not cook with wheat, but when there’s a criminal on the loose, she’ll do what it
takes to figure out who has their finger in the pie… Even though Toni is used to going against the grain by preparing
allergy-safe, gluten-free products for her online bakery, Baker’s Treat, opening a storefront in the middle of wheat
country Kansas might be biting off more than she can chew. The town is already skeptical of her flour-free ways, but
when a local wheat farmer is murdered outside her patisserie, skepticism turns into outright suspicion. With the help of
her eccentric grandmother, her handsome lawyer, and the sexy new widower in town, Toni is determined to find the real
criminal before bad publicity and increasingly personal acts of vandalism shut her down. But when another suspect winds
up dead, Toni realizes that this half-baked killer isn’t just trying to get her to close shop—he’s trying to make sure that
she’s made her last gluten-free cookie…forever. INCLUDES GLUTEN-FREE RECIPES
Addie Greyborne loved working with rare books at the Boston Public Library—she even got to play detective, tracking
down clues about mysterious old volumes. But she didn’t expect her sleuthing skills to come in so handy in a little
seaside town . . . Addie left some painful memories behind in the big city, including the unsolved murder of her fiancé and
her father’s fatal car accident. After an unexpected inheritance from a great aunt, she’s moved to a small New England
town founded by her ancestors back in colonial times—and living in spacious Greyborne Manor, on a hilltop overlooking
the harbor. Best of all, her aunt also left her countless first editions and other treasures—providing an inventory to start her
own store. But there’s trouble from day one, and not just from the grumpy woman who runs the bakery next door. A car
nearly runs Addie down. Someone steals a copy of Alice in Wonderland. Then, Addie’s friend Serena, who owns a
nearby tea shop, is arrested—for killing another local merchant. The police seem pretty sure they’ve got the story in hand,
but Addie’s not going to let them close the book on this case without a fight . . .
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